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Abstract—Motion blur is a highly challenging problem in 
computer vision literature. Due to the ill-posed nature and the 
camera shake, the relative motion between the camera and the 
object in 3D space induces a spatially varying blurring effect over 
the entire image. This paper proposes split-and-merge algorithm 
based on DeblurGAN to make blurred image become relatively 
clear. For the same motion blur image, usually blurred degree of 
different parts is not the same. Therefore split-and-merge 
algorithm firstly split a blurred image into several parts and 
measure blurred degree for each part. Then the algorithm do 
deblurring for different times according to different blurred 
degree until all parts reach the acceptable degree. Finally the 
algorithm merge all parts into one image. The experiment results 
show this algorithm can help enhance sharpness of motion blur 
picture than original DeblurGAN.  
Keywords— Motion deblurring; Generative Adversarial Network; 
Image deblurring; split and merge. 
I.  INTRODUCTION  
      Motion blur is a common problem which occurs 
predominantly when capturing an image using light weight 
devices like mobile phones. Due to the finite exposure interval 
and the relative motion between the capturing device and the 
captured object, the image obtained is often blurred. Solving this 
problem has been an attractive research topic for the last two 
decades and significant progress has been recently achieved in 
related areas of image super-resolution [1] by applying 
generative adversarial networks (GANs) [2]. GANs are known 
for the ability to preserve texture details in images, create 
solutions that are close to the real image manifold and look 
perceptually convincing. Inspired by recent work on image 
super-resolution [1] and image-to-image translation by GANs, I 
treat image deblurring as a special case of such image-to-image 
translation. For enhancing image’s sharpness, I propose split-
and-merge algorithm to split an image into several parts and 
measure blurred degree for each part firstly. Then the algorithm 
do deblurring for different times according to different blurred 
degree using trained generator of DeblurGAN [11] until all parts’ 
sharpness reach the threshold value. Finally the algorithm merge 
them into one clearer image.  Experiment was done basing on 
100 pieces of testing pictures. No matter firstly splitting into 3 
parts by across cutting or 4 parts by crossing type, final results 
prove that split-and-merge algorithm can generate clearer image 
than original DeblurGAN. 
II. RELATED WORK 
A. Image deblurring 
Image deblurring is a traditional inverse problem whose aim 
is to recover a sharp image from the blurry image. Over the years, 
numerous methods have been proposed to tackle the problem. 
Deblurring problems is divided into two types: blind and non-
blind deblurring. The common formulation of non-uniform blur 
model is the following formulation (1): 
                   IB = Conv (k(M),  IS) + N，                                  (1) 
where IB is a blurry image, k(M) are unknown blur kernel 
determined by motion field M. IS is the sharp latent image, Conv 
( ) denotes the convolution relationship, N is an additive noise. 
Non-blind deblurring indicates that the blur kernel k(M) is 
assumed to be known and a sharp image can be induced from 
both the blurry image IB and the kernel k(M). By contrast, for the 
blind deblurring problem, commonly the blur kernals k(M) is 
unknown, and both latent sharp image IS and blur kernels k(M) 
are estimated.  
      With the success of deep learning, over the last few years, 
there appeared some approaches based on convolutional neural 
networks (CNNs). Sun et al. [3] use CNN to estimate blur kernel, 
Chakrabarti [4] predicts complex Fourier coefficients of motion 
kernel to perform non-blind deblurring in Fourier space whereas 
Gong [5] use fully convolutional network to move for motion 
flow estimation. All of these approaches use CNN to estimate 
the unknown blur function. Recently, a kernel-free end-to-end 
approaches by Noorozi [6] and Nah [7] that uses multi-scale 
CNN to directly deblur the image. Ramakrishnan et al. [8] use 
the combination of pix2pix framework [9] and densely 
connected convolutional networks [10] to perform blind kernel-
free image deblurring. Such methods are able to deal with 
different sources of the blur. 
B. Generative Adverserial Networks 
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) are a class of 
artificial intelligence algorithms used in unsupervised machine 
learning, implemented by a system of two neural networks 
contesting with each other in a zero-sum game framework. They 
were introduced by Ian Goodfellow [2] et al. in 2014. This 
technique can generate photographs that look at least 
superficially authentic to human observers, having many 
realistic characteristics. The two competing networks of GANs 
are the discriminator and the generator. The generator receive 
  
Figure 2. An example of Split-and-Merge process 
noise as an input and generates a sample. A discriminator 
receives a real and generated sample and is trying to distinguish 
between them. The goal of the generator is to fool the 
discriminator by generating perceptually convincing samples 
that can not be distinguished from the real one. Formulation (2) 
show the minimax objective relationship between the generator 
G and discriminator D : 
  
where x means real image sample from pdata(x). pdata(x) means the 
distribution of real data. D(x) means the probability that 
Discriminator think real image as real. z means the sample from 
p(z). p(z) means the distribution of Generator. G(z) means the 
generated image by Generator, D(G(z)) is the probability that 
Discriminator think generated image as real. Figure 1 shows the 
training process of GANs.  
 
Figure 1. Training process of GANs 
Figure 1 describes the training process of GANs. Typically, 
the generative network’s training objective is to increase the 
error rate of the discriminative network, which learns to map 
from a latent space with some noise added to a particular data 
distribution of interest. While the discriminative network's 
training objective is to increase judgment ability, which 
discriminates between instances from the real samples and fake 
samples produced by the generator. If the judgment ability is too 
strong, then the generator need to do fine tune training. If not, 
the discriminator needs to do fine tune training. The competitive 
relationship between generator and discriminator makes each 
other better.  
III. PROPOSAL OF SPLIT-AND-MERGE ALGORITHM 
In most cases for the same image, the blurred degree of 
separate position is usually different. After one time of 
deblurring, some areas of the whole blurred image have reach 
the specified acceptable sharpness we want while some other 
areas haven’t reach the threshold. But some part could be over-
deblurred if the whole image is deblurred for many times. 
Under this condition, Split-and-Merge algorithm is proposed. 
An example of Split-and-Merge process is shown in Figure 2. 
The BDL in the figure means BDL_value mentioned in Step 1.  
Step 1: Reshape the given original blurry image into 
512*212 size using resize ( ) method from PIL (Python Image 
Library). Measure the blurry degree of original blurry image 
using the total variance of the laplacian [12] of an image, this 
provides a quick and accurate method for scoring how blurry an 
image is. The value is called BDL_value in the paper. The 
higher of this value means the less blur. If the value is larger 
than threshold 2.5, we think the sharpness of the image is 
acceptable. The BDL_value of original blurry image is written 
as bd0. In figure 2, bd0 is equal to 1.51. 
Step 2: Split the original blurry image into several parts 
using crop ( ) method from PIL. It was splited into 4 parts with 
256*256 size in the paper. Measure the blurry degree of each 
splited part using the same method to step 1. They are written 
as bd1(0), bd2(0), bd3(0), bd4(0). If bdi is shorter than threshold 2.5, 
it need to be deblurred in step 3. If not, it can skip Step 3. In 
figure 2, bd1(0) is equal to 0.74, bd2(0) is equal to 0.75, bd3(0) is 
equal to 0.86, bd4(0) is equal to 0.66. 
Step 3: Deblur the parts whose BDL_value is shorter than 
2.5 through trained generator of DeblurGAN [11]. Measure the 
blurry degree of these deblurred part. They are written as bdi(1). 
If bdi(1) is shorter than threshold 2.5, it need to be deblurred 
again until the value is larger than 2.5. After n times of 
deblurring, the BDL_value of the ith part are written as bdi(n). 
(where i=1, 2, 3, 4. n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9). If the bdi(n) 
value of some part is still shorter than 2.5 after 5 times of 
deblurring, we will not do deblurring again and use the 5 times’ 
result. In figure 2, after one time of deblurring, bd1(1) is equal to 
 
 TABLE I.  THE BDL_VALUE FOR 20 IMAGES WITH DIRECT DEBLURRING AND SPLIT-AND-MERGE ALGORITHM 
Image Final 4 part Bd1 Bd2 Image Final 4 part Bd1 Bd2 
1 bd1(3), bd2(5), bd3(3), bd4(5). 10.2795 2.2689 11 bd1(2), bd2(2), bd3(3), bd4(4). 13.3241 2.3069 
2 bd1(2), bd2(3), bd3(4), bd4(5). 14.0400 2.4243 12 bd1(3), bd2(3), bd3(4), bd4(5).   9.2946 2.3707 
3 bd1(1), bd2(3), bd3(2), bd4(5).   8.9018 2.9517 13 bd1(2), bd2(2), bd3(4), bd4(4). 14.1013 2.4127 
4 bd1(3), bd2(3), bd3(4), bd4(2). 12.3670 2.3264 14 bd1(3), bd2(3), bd3(4), bd4(4). 11.6384 2.3657 
5 bd1(2), bd2(2), bd3(2), bd4(4). 10.8437 2.2798 15 bd1(4), bd2(4), bd3(3), bd4(5). 10.9372 2.2709 
6 bd1(2), bd2(3), bd3(3), bd4(4). 10.0928 2.2780 16 bd1(3), bd2(4), bd3(4), bd4(4). 11.2845 2.2706 
7 bd1(2), bd2(2), bd3(2), bd4(4). 11.3628 2.2915 17 bd1(5), bd2(5), bd3(4), bd4(4). 10.2525 2.2816 
8 bd1(3), bd2(4), bd3(3), bd4(3). 12.3245 2.3362 18 bd1(3), bd2(4), bd3(4), bd4(5). 10.2532 2.3428 
9 bd1(3), bd2(2), bd3(5), bd4(4). 10.9821 2.2914 19 bd1(4), bd2(5), bd3(4), bd4(4).   9.2917 2.1837 
10 bd1(3), bd2(2), bd3(4), bd4(5). 12.2361 2.2946 20 bd1(4), bd2(4), bd3(3), bd4(3). 13.0128 2.2066 
2.33, bd2(1) is equal to 2.48, bd3(1) is equal to 2.57 which is larger 
than threshold 2.5, bd4(1) is equal to 2.67 which is larger than 
threshold 2.5. Thereforethe 3rd and 4th part have reach the 
acceptable value and 1st and 2nd part need to be deblurred again. 
Finally, for 1st part we get bd1(3) = 2.53 and for 2nd part we get 
bd2(2) = 2.53. 
Step 4: After deblurring process of Step 3. We get the most 
higher bdi(n) value for each part: bd1(3) = 2.53, bd2(2) = 2.53, bd3(1) 
= 2.57, bd4(1) = 2.67. Then we merge these 4 parts together to 
get a clearer image with 512*512 size and get the BDL_value 
of the clear image. In figure 2, the BDL_value of the final clear 
image is equal to 10.28. 
IV. EXPERIMENT 
A. Experimental method 
The dataset is the GOPRO dataset [7]. There are a light 
version (9GB) and a complete version (35GB). It consists of 
2103 pairs of artificially blurred and real sharp images in 720p 
(1280*720 size image) quality, taken from multiple street views. 
The dataset is decomposed in subfolders by scenes. The light 
version dataset is choosed to train and test the DeblurGAN [11]. 
DeblurGAN is an approach based on conditional generative 
networks and a multi-component loss function. 50 blurred 
images are choosen from the dataset to do experiments 
according to the proposed idea. The detailed process about how 
to deal with one image according to the proposed method is as 
follows. 
Initially, for the whole original blurred image without 
splitting process, the BDL_value of direct deblurring image is 
written as Bd2. For the image, the Bd2 value for the 2.2689.   
Step 1: Reshape the given blurred image into 512*512 size 
and 256*256 size and measure their blurry degree. They are 
showed in Figure 3. The BDL_value of 512*512 size image is 
1.5129. The BDL_value of 256*256 size image is 0.9931. 
Step 2: Split the 512*512 size image into 4 parts with 
256*256 size and measure the blurry degree for each part. They 
are showed in Figure 3. bd1(0) = 0.7382 (top-left part), bd2(0) = 
0.7532 (top-right part), bd3(0) = 0.8564 (bottom-left part), bd4(0) 
= 0.6619 (bottom-right part). 
 
      
 
      
Figure 3. Splitted 4 parts from original blurred image 
 
Step 3: Deblur these 4 parts beacause bdi(0)(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are 
all shorter than threshold 2.5. After deblurring, they are showed 
in Figure 4. bd1(1)  = 2.3251 (top-left part), bd2(1) = 1.9806 (top-
right part), bd3(1) = 2.3693 (bottom-left part), bd4(1) = 2.1674 
(bottom-right part). According to the method in Step 3, 
deblurring need to be continued beacause bdi(1)(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are 
all shorter than threshold 2.5.  
Step 4: Finally we get bd1(3)  = 2.5043, bd2(5) = 2.4654, bd3(3) 
= 2.5041, bd4(5) = 2.4716. 
 
      
 
      
      Figure 4. Splitted 4 parts after first deblurring  
B. Experimental results 
The final deblurring results for each part, where bd1(3) = 
2.5043, bd2(5) = 2.4654, bd3(3) = 2.5041, bd4(5) = 2.4716, are 
merged into one image: deblur_merge_final.png. The 
 BDL_value of deblur_merge_final.png is written as Bd1. The 
Bd1 for the image is 10.2795. Table 1 list the Bd1 value and Bd2 
value for 20 images with direct deblurring and Split-and-Merge 
algorithm. We can see from the table that the Bd1 value is larger 
than Bd2 value for all the 20 images. The values comparison 
demonstrates that compared to direct deblurring for the whole 
blurry image, images exactly have less blur after Split-and-
Merge algorithm. 
C. Discussion  
For comparing the detailed difference of deblurred images 
from direct deblurring and Split-and-Merge algorithm. In figure 
5, the original blurry image is cut into 4 pieces, which are in the 
left part. The deblurred image from direct deblurring is cut into 
4 pieces, which are on the middle part. The right part is are the 
4 images which compose of deblur_merge_final.png in the 
preceding Experimental results part of the paper.  
 
          
 
          
 
          
 
          
Figure 5. Details comparison of images from the left original blurry image,  
image after direct deblurring (middle, BDL_value: 2,2689)  
And image after Split-and-Merge algorithm (right, BDL_value: 10.2795). 
 
      It is easy to find that the middle and the right one are both 
have clear details than the left original blurry image. It shows 
that Split-and-Merge algorithm and convolutional DeblurGAN 
can realize motion deblurring. From the top to the bottom, in 
the first images’ comparison, the outfit of stars and fishes in the 
right image is apparently better than the middle one. In the 
second images’ comparison, the outfit of yellow triangle 
decorations in the right image is apparently clearer and blue 
cabinet’s details is not therefore mottled like the middle image. 
In the third images’ comparison, the outfit of green leaves and 
red symbols in the right image apparently have higher 
resolution than the middle one. In the fourth images’ 
comparison, the pink decorations in the black heart-shaped 
appliance are more tridimensional than the middle one. 
V. CONCLUSION 
      In this paper, we have proposed a Split-and-Merge 
algorithm for motion deblurring based on DeblurGAN. After 
splitting a blurred image into several parts, The algorithm 
focuses on deblurring for different times according to different 
blurred degree until all parts reach the acceptable degree. 
Finally the algorithm merge all parts into one image. Details 
comparison of images from direct deblurring and Split-and-
Merge algorithm show this algorithm can help enhance 
sharpness of motion blur picture than original DeblurGAN. 
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